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Directional Analysis provided for your profit. 
It's time you caught an even break, brought to you my 

DENALIGUIDE's PEAK PICKS.  Enjoy!!

                                                                          
Below (LEFT) the WEEKLY, about 5X more powerful, than the DAILY BELOW (RIGHT) 
thus we see that BOTH are in HIGH position but not BLOWING off as 1 of the momentum measures has already topped out 
and moved down in both the Weekly & Daily charts, giving both relative and absolute room upside.       Thus, the picture 
to me, hints that corrections will be flat, lazy and meandering without serious downward penetrations. So far, so good !!
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 Feb 24, 2014

“There is a tide in the affairs of men....And we 
must take the current when it serves,  Or lose      

our ventures.”   ACT IV, Julius Caesar. Shakespeare

WEEKLY GOLD MINERS INDEX DAILY GOLD MINERS INDEX

     All in all, an amazing pair of charts.  When you know WHERE you are, you need no fear, just awareness.    
In the LEFT weekly chart ABOVE we see we have just started this Journey to the upside, the WEEKLY MACD 
yet below ZERO turned decisively and powerfully upward, starting right after the TAX DAY MASSACRE.           

In turn the DAILY has ramped, vaulted ZERO and moves up in powerful steps.   Further the 20 DMA, 
has Crossed over the 50 DMA and almost the 200 DMA as the 50 DMA positions itself to execute a GOLDEN 
CROSS of the 200 DMA perhaps in MARCH or in April, perhaps in commemoration of the thuggish and heavy 
handed TAX DAY MASSACRE.  The Daily has already CROSSED the 200 DMA as well as the Weekly has also 
CROSSED-OVER the 30 WEEK MA. THE SHORT ANSWER: The moves are strong, and IMO, will run 
long.  You may want to be Long & STRONG in the PM Complex, again IMO.  WE at PEAK PICKS know 
where WE are, and its not yet anywhere near a mountain top.  We are still in the Valley on the WEEKLY and 
have just started up the first Foothills, on the Daily.  IMO, this will be a long and profitable journey with 
timely intell and savvy tactical moves.  The Best  TIMELY TACTICAL INVESTING INFORMATION ->  
PEAK PERFORMANCE PICKS

Juniors, Micro-Caps, Break Outs before they go public.  SUBSCRIBE HERE       NO RISK         
U$D 33.97 mo'ly, no contract,  satisfaction guaranteed or immediate refund, no questions asked !
 Visit us at our blog below. We are 100% human, no algo's or quants, all TA, all the time.

GET OUR SPECIAL FEB. SLEEPER STOCK REPORT with your subscription, they ARE breaking out, 
better if you were in a couple of them, than wondering how to profit.  PROFIT NOW !!

Information  contained is  for  instructional  &    educational  purposes  only.   Investors  are   responsible  for  their  own   
decisions  &  due  diligence.  Publisher  and  associates  may  have  positions  in  the  stocks  herein  Copyright  2014 
Denaliguide , all rights reserved 
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DENALIGUIDE'S STRAIGHT TALK 

OUR DGS MISSION STATEMENT:

 To provide our subscribers with the clearest, 

                                                                 easiest to use, most timely selections for profit.

OUR DGS STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

We strive to treat everyone as we would wish to be treated.

We embrace simplicity.

We understand that our freedom lies between the moment of stimulus and response.

WE PROMISE TO:

KEEP OUR SUBSCRIBERS WELFARE PARAMOUNT.

MAINTAIN OUR OBJECTIVITY AND INDEPENDENCE.

ONLY ACCEPT ANY FORM OF COMPENSATION FROM OUR SUBCRIBERS.

THREE KEY QUALTIES WE FEEL ARE ESSENTIAL TO OUR WORK:
        SIMPLCITY DISCIPLINE FLEXIBILITY

HOW WE OPERATE:

1.  WE observe and maintain STOPS 100% of the time, mental, straight or 
sliding.

This is absolutely mandatory to preserve capital, hedge, and eliminate mistakes.. 

2. We   KEEP IT STRAIGHT & SIMPLE  -  K.I.S.S.   Acquiring / Disposing.

  The stocks you acquire and dispose of,  are inanimate and fluctuate I price.

The have no other qualities.  So we don`t become romantically involved with them.

                        3.   We speculate based on Technical Merit, not public information.

Mechanically WE do the following:

A.   Set BUY LIMIT ORDERS and do NOT chase stocks.

B.   We sell using Technical Measures that indicate danger to Longs.

C.    We buy & sell in Pre-Position, before Mass Action Awakens.

 

SUBSCRIBE HERE TODAY !!     

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” Leonardo da Vinci
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